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Since the mid-1980s, economic policy in Australia has recognised the long-term 
benefits of raising domestic saving 1 In this regard, improving Australia's national 
saving and reducing public debt have also been key priorities of fiscal policy and 
previous federal governments have promoted wider superannuation coverage of 
employees. 
According to conventional measures, Australia's domestic saving as a proportion 
ofGDP has fallen over recent decades. For instance, gross saving has declined from 
some 25 percentofGDP in the mid-1970s to under20percent in the 1990s. Despite 
this fall however, Australia's domestic saving rate remains comparable to saving 
in similar advanced economies in the Asia-Pacific region, such as Canada, New 
Zealand and the United States, though has consistently been less than saving rates 
achieved by many emerging economies in our region. See Chart l. 
Australia's financial markets are relatively highly integrated with global 
financial markets and this affords ready access to foreign saving, the other major 
source of funds for the economy. For most of its history, Australia's domestic 
investment needs have exceeded domestic saving. As a result, the economy has 
been a persistent net importer of foreign saving. which has complemented domestic 
saving and played an important role in the economic growth process. Estimates of 
the benefits of importing foreign saving suggest that Australia's national income 
and wealth have been significantly higher as a consequence of the higher capital 
stock than the use of foreign saving would have enabled. 
This paper focuses primarily on the behaviour of domestic saving. First, it 
considers how this main source of saving is measured, before canvassing broad 
trends and key influences. It then addresses the relationship between domestic 
saving, productivity and economic growth. Finally, it draws conclusions for 
economic policy. 
The author is grateful to an anonymous referee for comments. 
See Filzgerald (1993 ). 
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CHART2 
DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN SAVING (PERCENTAGE OF GDP) 
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2. ALTERNATIVE MEASURES OF SAVING 
National saving is conventionally defined as the flow residual between income 
and consumption. The relationships between the main forms of domestic saving 
(household, corporate and public), foreign saving and the national capital account 
are depicted schematically below in Chart 3. 
Conventional saving measures may be understated in advanced economies to 
the extent that national accounting convention treats public expenditure on education 
and health as consumption. Yet, such spending may alternatively be perceived as 
investment in human capital. and if re-classified as such in the national accounts, 
would yield higher estimated measures of national saving. The current practice of 
treating human capital expenditure as public consumption causes problems when 
making international comparisons of conventional saving measures. In particular, 
because governments in countries such as Australia, Canada, the United States and 
New Zealand spend relatively heavily on education and health, the saving of these 
economies tends to appear lower than for economies that spend relatively less in 
these areas. 
Another measurement problem that arises when international comparisons are 
made on the basis of net saving data concerns depreciation or consumption of fixed 
capital. Depreciation is difficult to define and measure, and different measurement 
practices are adopted worldwide. Hence, international comparisons are best made 
using gross data. 
It is also possible to devise a broader measure of saving, which allows for 
capital gains and losses on the asset holdings of residents, and hence reflects wealth 
effects. Such a measure estimates saving as the sum of the conventional saving 
measure, plus any net capital gain over a given period. Whereas conventional 
saving measures the present flow of domestic funds available for present investment, 
extended saving reflects total consumption possibilities. 
CHART3 
DOMESTIC SAVING AND THE NATIONAL CAPITAL ACCOUNT 
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Following Makin (1996), the value of national wealth at the end of any period, 
(W, ), exceeds the value of wealth at the beginning ofthat period, (W0), to the extent 
of domestic investment over the period, (I), less net foreign liabilities incurred to 
fund that capital accumulation, through net foreign investment (NFI), plus any 
capital gain (k) over the period. Algebraically, 
W1 =Wo+l-NFI+k 
=Wo+l-(1-S)+k 
(since NFI is just the difference between domestic investment and saving, S) 
=Wo+S+k 
Hence, 
ES =Wl-WO=S+k 
where ES is extended saving, the change in national wealth over the period. 
The main sources of growth in national wealth are therefore conventionally 
defined saving, plus any revaluation of residents' net assets.2 Extended saving has 
significantly exceeded conventional measures of gross and net saving over the past 
decade. as shown in Chart 4, with the notable exception of recession, or near-
recession years, such as 1991-92 and 1995-96. 
CHART4 
CONVENTIONAL AND EXTENDED MEASURES OF SAVING 
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3. DETERMINANTS AND TRENDS 
From the 1950s through to the mid 1970s, Australia's saving was reasonably stable 
at about 25 per cent of GDP. In the 1980s, it fluctuated around 20 per cent of GDP 
and reached a low of 16 per cent during the 1991-92 recession. However, in the 
1990s, Australia's national saving as a proportion of its GDP fell to significantly 
lower levels than experienced in earlier decades. Private saving, the major'part of 
total domestic saving remained relatively stable as a proportion ofGDP over recent 
decades. On the other hand, public saving, fluctuated considerably over this time 
and tended to reflect the changing stance of fiscal policy, falling during fiscal 
expansion and rising during fiscal contraction. 
3.1 Private Saving 
Standard economic theory suggests that consumption, and hence saving, mainly 
depends on current and permanent income, as well as wealth. Less discussed 
determinants of private saving are demographic factors and interest rates. 
3.1.1 Demographic Factors 
Demographic factors are an important medium term influence on domestic household 
saving patterns. For instance, if the age composition of the population changes, so 
too will saving; insofar as consumption behaviour differs between different age 
groups. If an economy experiences an increase in the proportion of retirees, giving 
rise to an increase in the so-called dependency ratio, then private saving is likely 
to fall. This is because retirees run down saving accumulated during their working 
lives, consistent with the 'life cycle' hypothesis. 3 Accordingly, significant differences 
in age profiles, combined with the nature of the social security system and the way 
it provides for retirement can also further explain differences in saving rates across 
countries. The more generous is the publicly funded pension scheme, the lower 
household saving is likely to be. 
3.1.2 Interest Rates 
In theory the exact response of domestic saving to interest rate movements is 
ambiguous. A fall in interest rates makes household consumption less expensive 
relative to future consumption, thus discouraging saving (the so called substitution 
effect). Yet, the reduced income from interest receipts may also encourage 
households to save more (the income effect). Empirically, international studies 
have shown that on balance domestic saving only tends to be weakly responsive to 
interest rate changes, whereby a one per cent rise in interest rates affects the saving 
ratio by only one per cent.4 
See Modigliani ( 1970). 
See Masson, Bayoumi and Samiei ( 1995 ). 
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3.2 Household-Business Saving Linkages 
Within private saving there are two sub-components - household saving and 
corporate or business saving. The household saving component of total saving has 
rather dramatically declined in Australia since the mid-l970s, as it has in other 
advanced economies, such as Canada, the United States and New Zealand. 
Interestingly, in these economies, falls in household saving have often been offset 
by rises in business saving, and vice versa, leaving gross private saving largely 
unchanged. For instance, Chan 5 shows that from the 1960s to the early 1970s and 
again in the early I 990s when household saving was relatively low, business saving 
was relatively high, whereas when household saving was high from the mid-1970s 
to the mid-1980s, when business saving was low. 
This offset may have reflected periodic changes in firms' dividend policy and 
shifts in the distribution of growing national income between the profits and wages 
shares. For instance, buoyant economic conditions can lead to a higher earnings 
retention rate by firms which, in effect, means firms then save more on behalf of 
their resident shareholders. 
Moreover, improved profitability raises the capital value of firms' assets. 
Along with similar rises in the value of other assets such as household dwellings, 
this substantially improves the domestic wealth of residents. Sharp rises in national 
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wealth have acted in Australia at times, for example in the late 1980s and mid-
1990s, to further stimulate household consumption. This has put downward 
pressure on the household component of private saving as traditionally measured. 
3.3 Public Saving 
Public sector saving is the difference between public sector income and recurrent 
spending, where the public sector in Australia includes the Federal, State and Local 
government sectors, as well as entities which are majority owned by all levels of 
govemment.lmproving Australia's national saving and reducing public debt have 
been key fiscal priorities over recent years. Federal budgets since the mid 1980s 
have aimed at raising public saving and hence national' saving over time. 
Chart 5 shows that net public saving as a proportion of GOP was reasonably 
stable in the 1960s, averaging under 2 per cent, but turned negative to almost the 
same degree for most of the 1970s and 1980s. It became positive again in the mid-
1990s, but more recently recorded negative values. Sharp falls in public saving in 
the early 1980s and early 1990s have reflected cyclical revenue falls, combined 
with discretionary rises in public consumption spending. 
3.4 Public-Private Saving Linkages 
Total domestic saving is the sum of private sector saving and public saving. That is, 
S = Sp + Sg = (Y- T- Cp) + (T- Cg) 
where Sp is private saving, Sg is public saving, Y is national income (net of income 
paid abroad), T is income taxes (net of transfer payments), Cp is private sector 
consumption and Cg is public sector consumption. 
This relationship suggests that other things equal, a rise in public expenditure 
tends to lower national savingtotheextent that it reduces public saving. Alternatively, 
the relationship implies that a cut in income taxes will reduce public saving, but may 
have somewhat ambiguous effects on total saving because of uncertain effects on 
the private saving component. 
For instance, an income tax rise is unlikely to alter private consumption if it is 
understood to be only temporary in nature. This follows because households may 
only change their consumption spending in response to changes in permanent 
disposable income, in accordance with Friedman's (1957) permanent income 
theory of consumption. 
The linkages between public saving. private saving and total domestic saving are 
of course also subject to the ambiguities raised by the Ricardian Equivalence theorem. 
In its most general form, this approach suggests that households will perceive any rise 
in public debt stemming from a fall in public saving as an increase in future tax 
commitments at the time the public debt matures. Consequently, this will encourage 
households to raise private saving. Hence, falls in public saving would be offset by 
rises in private saving. In its strictest form, the offset would be one. for one.5 
See Seater ( 1993 ). 
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Empirical studies however have shown that the actual extent of the offset is 
positive, but considerably less than unity. For instance, International Monetary 
Fund studies conclude that for a range of economies, changes in the fiscal position 
yield an offset of around 0.6. In Australia's case, various studies have revealed even 
lower offset values.' 
4. SAVING, PRODUCTIVITY AND GROWTH 
Since saving enables capital accumulation, there should be a positive association 
between saving and GDP growth. Such an association is broadly apparent from 
Chart 6, which shows that economies with higher saving shares of GDP tended to 
grow the fastest in the 1990s, though of course it does not reveal whether saving 
causes growth or whether growth causes saving. 
This section proposes an alternative geometric framework for analysing the 
inter-relationship between domestic saving, productivity and income determination 
in discrete time. 7 This macroeconomic framework provides a means of understanding 
how the causality between saving and economic activity runs both wnys nnd thnt 
discrete changes in national output and income depend on both current and previous 
nccumulntion behaviour. 
Standard growth theory models national output and income genemtion as a 
continuously smooth process, whose path inevitably leads to a long run stationary 
or steady state. 8 However, the continuous time analysis usually employed in 
standard and more recent growth theory' does not explain how or why the pattern 
of measured output actually varies from period to period over the short term. 
With reference to Figure 1, initinl consumption is Co out of initinl income ofY 0, 
as shown on the horizontal axis. This yields saving of S0 which determines the size 
of the capital stock for use between to and t1, through the 45° degree line. With 
capital stock per worker of K, the volume of aggregate output and income per 
worker is measured as the distance between Y 0 and Y 1• However, there is 
incremental saving during this time which, as additional investment, augments the 
original capital stock thereby creating a higher level of real capital for use next 
period. 
The distance between Y 1 andY 2 measures output per worker from t 1 and t,. The 
stock of cnpitnl, K2 for use between t1 and t2 is therefore comprised of the inherited 
stock plus the extm accumulation. Cumulative output per worker is the distance 
f~om the origin and positive period-to-period output growth is reflected in the 
distance between any Y, andY,., exceeding that between any Y1. 1 andY,. Figure I 
therefore shows that output growth per worker stems from the economy's 
• 
See International Monetary Fund ( 1995). 
It draws on Makin (2002). 
S~l~w (1~56, 1957) and Swan (1956) proposed the neoclassical model, whose precepts 
ongmate m the classical theory of Smilh (1776), Mallhus (1798) and Ricardo (1817). 
Soc Romer. P ( 1986. 1987) and Lucas (1988) . 
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CHART6 
SAVING AND GROWTH, SELECTED ECONOMIES, 1990-1999 
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accumulation rate, as well as the curvature of the period-specific capital productivity 
curve, each of which incorporates the latest technological advances and the many 
other factors affecting total-factor productivity. 
The slope of any production curve at the point of intersection above any Y, 
equals both the marginal productivity of capital and the real domestic interest rate. 
Hence, the more productive capital is, the flatter is the production curve and the 
higher is the domestic interest rate. 
4.1 Higher Saving Versus Improved Productivity 
It is evident from Figure I that the rate of accumulation and productivity together 
determine macroeconomic performance over short, as well as longer time spans. A 
question therefore arises as to which source of growth should be given the higher 
policy priority- increasing national saving or improving productivity? 
This suggests that higher output may be attained more easily through improved 
productivity rather than higher saving, because accumulation over any interval will 
only be a relatively small proponion of the pre-existing capital stock in advanced 
economies. Funhermore, higher productivity generates higher output more quickly 
than higher saving since the latter will only work to raise output and income per 
worker after a lag. 
The importance of productivity growth in determining output and income in 
advanced economies stems from the fact that total-factor productivity gains imply 
more efficient use of the entire capital stock. Accordingly, this implies that 
economic measures in advanced economies aimed at raising total-factorproductivity, 
such policies that strengthen competition between firms, warrant a higher priority 
as a means to higher nation~! income, than attempts to boost national saving. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Domestic saving, the difference between national income and consumption, 
provides an economy with funds to finance its investment requirements. In turn, 
additional investment augments the economy's capital stock, which allows for 
greater production of output, economy-wide. Irrespective of whether an economy 
is relatively closed or open, pan of the higher income that results from additional 
capital accumulation is saved. Hence, it follows that saving increases growth and 
growth increases saving so that the arrows of causality run both ways. Consequently, 
the national saving rate contributes to an economy's growth performance, and 
hence to its long run living standards. 
Ultimately however, saving is but one source of economic growth and wealth 
augmentation. Productivity is at least as important. National wealth is especially 
likely to expand into the future as a result of further capital productivity gains that 
stem from microeconomic reform. Although there have been significant overall 
productivity gains from the microeconomic reform program of the 1990s, 
considerable scope remains for improvement. This could be achieved through 
funherelimination of unnecessary and duplicative federal, state and local government 
regulations, improved management performance of private and public enterprises, 
and by raising the quality of human capital. 
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APPENDIX 1- SAVING AGGREGATES- 1959/60 TO 2000/01 
(ORIGINAL- $M) 
y,., Gross Consumption National Household Other General g:ovl Net (I July to national of fixed saving saving saving surplus on borrowing 
30 June) saving capital current from 
transactions overseas 
1959/60 3481 3549 -68 -521 316 136 482 
1960/61 3708 3333 375 -88 318 145 759 
1961/62 3624 3123 501 251 44 208 16 
1962/63 3961 3187 774 371 113 290 479 
1963/64 4730 3403 1327 696 188 442 79 
1964/65 5307 3805 1502 612 386 503 787 
1965/66 5055 3951 1104 558 238 307 899 
1966/67 5973 4299 1674 1237 119 317 678 
1967/68 5633 4744 889 478 100 312 1152 . 
1968/69 7234 5062 2172 1306 333 532 999 
1969/70 8413 6121 2292 1041 708 542 712 
1970/71 9193 6462 2731 1766 471 495 782 
1971172 10267 7230 3037 2086 509 441 309 
1972173 11776 7867 3909 3191 331 386 -740 
1973/74 14799 9350 5449 4739 1039 -329 941 
1974/75 15588 10220 5368 6619 -51 -1198 1257 
1975/76 17223 12174 5049 6860 -822 -990 1454 
1976/77 19327 13622 5705 7968 -1493 -770 2463 
1977/78 19092 15201 3891 8330 -2938 -1501 3042 
1978/79 23161 16763 6398 10189 -3287 -503 3697 
1979/80 27432 19380 8052 10235 -1603 -580 2029 
1980/81 30523 22120 8403 11203 -3038 237 5597 
1981/82 33569 25242 8327 12928 -4081 -521 8890 
1982/83 31851 28208 3643 12968 -7585 -1741 6666 
1983/84 40151 31735 8416 16747 -8543 211 7342 
1984/85 43738 34641 9097 16750 -8315 664 10742 
1985/86 45526 39435 6091 15640 -8899 -649 14658 
1986/87 51459 45170 6289 15008 -5231 -3485 11405 
1987/88 64971 51466 13505 12543 -1603 2564 9372 
1988/89 78518 58161 20357 15124 2213 3019 17028 
1989/90 81775 61448 20327 20867 875 -1413 20775 
1990/91 70023 64378 5645 16843 -5652 -5546 15382 
1991192 64017 66648 -2631 14247 -17323 445 11170 
1992/93 72188 69775 2413 14001 -21520 9931 14512 
1993/94 82928 73773 9155 13798 -18008 13365 15730 
1994/95 82298 76264 6034 12977 -16135 9192 27868 
1995/96 89333 78617 10716 14171 -10474 7019 20382 
1996197 99976 80376 19600 17738 -1830 3692 16285 
1997/98 106727 86160 20567 7765 5041 7760 21680 
1998/99 109491 91316 18175 9915 95R2 -1322 32199 
1999/00 117335 97663 19672 8557 15350 -4235 32426 
2000/01 122800 104292 18508 16453 207 1848 17611 
Source: ABS Nutional Accounts 5206.0 (Time Serie~ Databuse- Ausstuts) 
Note: The June 2001 Publicution of 5206.0 m;:~de substantial changes to saving measures in the 
historical series. Refer to p;:~per publications for further details. 
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